
Technological change is upending finance. Bitcoin has gone

from being an obsession of anarchists to a $1trn asset class

that many fund managers insist belongs in any balanced

portfolio. Swarms of digital day-traders have become a

force on Wall Street. PayPal has 392m users, a sign that

America is catching up with China’s digital-payments giants.

Yet, as our special report explains, the least noticed

disruption on the frontier between technology and finance

may end up as the most revolutionary: the creation of

government digital currencies, which typically aim to let

people deposit funds directly with a central bank, bypassing

conventional lenders.

These “govcoins” are a new incarnation of money. They

promise to make finance work better but also to shift power

from individuals to the state, alter geopolitics and change

how capital is allocated. They are to be treated with

optimism, and humility.

A decade or so ago, amid the wreckage of Lehman

Brothers, Paul Volcker, a former head of the Federal

Reserve, grumbled that banking’s last useful innovation was

the atm. Since the crisis, the industry has raised its game.

Banks have modernised their creaking it systems.

Entrepreneurs have built an experimental world of

“decentralised finance”, of which bitcoin is the most

famous part and which contains a riot of tokens, databases

and conduits that interact to varying degrees with traditional

finance. Meanwhile, financial “platform” firms now have

over 3bn customers who use e-wallets and payments apps.

Alongside PayPal are other specialists such as Ant Group,

Grab and Mercado Pago, established firms such as Visa, and

Silicon Valley wannabes such as Facebook.

Government or central-bank digital currencies are the next

step but they come with a twist, because they would

centralise power in the state rather than spread it through

networks or give it to private monopolies. The idea behind

them is simple. Instead of holding an account with a retail

bank, you would do so direct with a central bank through an

interface resembling apps such as Alipay or Venmo. Rather

than writing cheques or paying online with a card, you could

use the central bank’s cheap plumbing. And your money

would be guaranteed by the full faith of the state, not a

fallible bank. Want to buy a pizza or help a broke sibling?

No need to deal with Citigroup’s call centre or pay

Mastercard’s fees: the Bank of England and the Fed are at

your service.

This metamorphosis of central banks from the aristocrats

of finance to its labourers sounds far-fetched, but it is under

way. Over 50 monetary authorities, representing the bulk of

global GDP, are exploring digital currencies. The Bahamas

has issued digital money. China has rolled out its e-yuan

pilot to over 500,000 people. The EU wants a virtual euro

by 2025, Britain has launched a task-force, and America, the

world’s financial hegemon, is building a hypothetical e-

dollar.

One motivation for governments and central banks is a fear

of losing control. Today central banks harness the banking

system to amplify monetary policy. If payments, deposits

and loans migrate from banks into privately run digital

realms, central banks will struggle to manage the economic

cycle and inject funds into the system during a crisis.

Unsupervised private networks could become a Wild West

of fraud and privacy abuses.
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The other motivation is the promise of a better financial

system. Ideally money provides a reliable store of value, a

stable unit of account and an efficient means of payment.

Today’s money gets mixed marks. Uninsured depositors can

suffer if banks fail, bitcoin is not widely accepted and credit

cards are expensive. Government e-currencies would score

highly, since they are state-guaranteed and use a cheap,

central payments hub.

As a result, govcoins could cut the operating expenses of

the global financial industry, which amount to over $350 a

year for every person on Earth. That could make finance

accessible for the 1.7bn people who lack bank accounts.

Government digital currencies could also expand

governments’ toolkits by letting them make instant

payments to citizens and cut interest rates below zero. For

ordinary users, the appeal of a free, safe, instant, universal

means of payment is obvious.

It is this appeal, though, that creates dangers.

Unconstrained, govcoins could fast become a dominant

force in finance, particularly if network effects made it hard

for people to opt out. They could destabilise banks, because

if most people and firms stashed their cash at the central

banks, lenders would have to find other sources of funding

with which to back their loans.

If retail banks were sucked dry of funding, someone else

would have to do the lending that fuels business creation.

This raises the queasy prospect of bureaucrats influencing

credit allocation. In a crisis, a digital stampede of savers to

the central bank could cause bank runs.

Once ascendant, govcoins could become panopticons for

the state to control citizens: think of instant e-fines for bad

behaviour. They could alter geopolitics, too, by providing a

conduit for cross-border payments and alternatives to the

dollar, the world’s reserve currency and a linchpin of

American influence. The greenback’s reign is based partly

on America’s open capital markets and property rights,

which China cannot rival. But it also relies on old payments

systems, invoicing conventions and inertia—making it ripe

for disruption. Small countries fear that, instead of using

local money, people might switch to foreign e-currencies,

causing chaos at home.

New money, new problems

Such a vast spectrum of opportunities and dangers is

daunting. It is revealing that China’s autocrats, who value

control above all else, are limiting the size of the e-yuan and

clamping down on private platforms such as Ant. Open

societies should also proceed cautiously by, say, capping

digital-currency accounts.

Governments and financial firms need to prepare for a

long-term shift in how money works, as momentous as the

leap to metallic coins or payment cards. That means beefing

up privacy laws, reforming how central banks are run and

preparing retail banks for a more peripheral role. State

digital currencies are the next great experiment in finance,

and they promise to be a lot more consequential than the

humble atm.

Dig deeper

Will going digital transform the yuan’s status at home and

abroad? (May 2021)

Special report: The future of banking (May 2021)
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Daily Quote

“Opportunity is missed by most people because it is 

dressed in overalls and looks like work.”

--Thomas Edison

Feb. 2, 2017

TODAY’S TOP NEWS

The government is set to spend P2.3 trillion in the last two

quarters of the year, slightly lower than the first-half

program as the start of the rainy season may hamper

infrastructure projects. The government spent P1.02 trillion

in the first three months, up 20% year on year, but short of

its P1.18-trillion target by 14%.

Government plans to spend P2.3-T in 2nd half

The World Bank (WB) has expressed concerns about the

capacity of local government units (LGUs) to spend their

expanded budgets following the implementation of a

Supreme Court (SC) ruling that expanded their share of the

National Government’s revenue.

WB worried LGUs unable to spend Mandanas funds

Toyota Motor Philippines Corp. has opened a new car

dealership in the middle of the pandemic, its first since

2019, in what its local head described as the carmaker’s

“testament of confidence” and optimism that recovery is in

sight.

Toyota opens first car dealership amid pandemic

Foreign direct investments (FDI) to the Philippines surged

in March, largely due to the low base effect from last year’s

slump as well as an improvement in investor sentiment. FDI 

inflows in March more than doubled to $808 million from

$337 million in the same month last year.

FDI inflows more than double in March

State spending on infrastructure grew by 45% in April, on

low base effect and the rollout of projects amid tightened

restrictions. Infrastructure spending reached P253.4 billion

in the four months to April, up by 29% from P196.2 billion

in the same period last year.

Infrastructure spending increases by 45% in April
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1 47.690

Tenor Rate

1Y 1.675

3Y 2.439

5Y 3.102

7Y 3.569

10Y 3.889
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Previous Close: 1 Yr Return:

6,875.71 8.14%

Open: YTD Return:

6,890.03 -3.64%

52-Week Range: Source:
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SMC Global Power Holdings Corp., the power generation

arm of San Miguel Corp., said Thursday it issued $600-

million worth of senior perpetual capital securities with an

initial rate of distribution of 5.45 percent yearly.

SMC Global issues $600m bonds to fund power plants

Results of the monthly integrated survey of selected

industries conducted by the Philippine Statistics Authority

showed the volume of production index rebounded 162.1

percent year-on-year in April from the 73.3-percent decline

in March.

BOI cites improvement in manufacturing sector

The Department of Trade and Industry, through the Small

Business (SB) Corp., has so far approved almost P5 billion

in loans under the Covid-19 Assistance to Restart

Enterprises (Cares) program of the Bayanihan to Heal as

One Act (Bayanihan 2).

Cares loans exceeds P4 billion

"The BSP believes that enabling policies promoting a long-

term, sustainable, and inclusive economic growth and

productive employment are critical as we exit the

pandemic," central bank Governor Benjamin Diokno

pointed out in a virtual briefing on Thursday.

BSP supports programs to lessen labor disruptions

Globe Telecom Inc. on Thursday said its 5G roaming

service is now available in the United States and Canada,

claiming that it is “securing the widest 5G network coverage 

worldwide.” To offer its 5G roaming services to

subscribers, Globe partnered with AT&T in the US and

Telus in Canada.

Globe expands 5G roaming service

The P15 billion worth of fixed-rate ASEAN green bonds

will be issued in one or more tranches within three years,

subject to certain remaining requirements. Proceeds from

the green bonds will be exclusively applied to finance or

refinance new and/or existing eligible green projects.

SEC approves EDC plan to issue P15B green bonds

Based on the Philippine Statistics Authority’s Construction

Statistics from Approved Building Permits, the total value

of constructions went down by 12 percent to P80 billion

during the period from P91 billion in the comparative

period in 2020.

Construction works down to P80 billion in Q1

Cebu Landmasters Inc. (CLI) expects to rake in P5.5 billion

in sales from 38 Park Avenue, its latest project in Cebu. CLI

and partners El Camino Developers Inc. recently topped off

the project, which is located inside Cebu’s IT Park and is

seen to be among the most preferred residential locations in

Cebu.

CLI expects P5.5 billion sales from Cebu project

Data from the Association of Southeast Asian Nations

(ASEAN) Automotive Federation (AAF) showed a total of

339,395 motorcycles and scooters were rolled out of

manufacturing plants in the Philippines as of end-April, 62

percent higher than the 209,670 units last year.

Motorcycle output, sales up 62% in 4 months

Filinvest Land Inc. (FLI) is banking on the resiliency of the

business process outsourcing sector, which is filling up the

vacancies left by POGOs. Prime multinational BPO

companies accounted for 88.4% of the GLA of FLI’s

planned 17-building REIT portfolio as of March 31 while

POGO tenants occupied only 2.8%.

FLI banking on BPO sector’s resiliency
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INDONESIAN fintech startup BukuWarung has raised

US$60m in Series A funding in a round led by Valar

Ventures and Goodwater Capital. Other investors in the

oversubscribed round include existing investors and angel

investors such as former GoPay executive Aldi

Haryopratomo, Klarna founder Victor Jacobsson, partners

from SoftBank and Trihill Capital.

Indo fintech BukuWarung raises US$60m in Series A

[SINGAPORE] China Three Gorges Renewables Group

surged 44 per cent, the daily limit, in its trading debut as

investors sought to gain from the country's push toward

cleaner energy.

Renewables giant jumps after biggest 2021 China IPO

[BANGKOK] AstraZeneca says it is working closely with

South-east Asia governments to ensure its Covid-19 vaccine

is supplied "as quickly as possible", after reported delays in

deliveries of orders from a Thai plant owned by the

country's powerful king.

AstraZeneca working on SEA vaccine delivery

SINGAPORE - A plum site in Marina View that allows for

a range of uses has been released from the Government's

reserve list with a bid of $1.508 billion - signalling rising

demand for prime residential units within the Central

Business District, analysts said.

Marina View site for launch with bid of $1.5b

Owned by deep-pocketed SoftBank (9984.T), PayPay has

deployed a shoe-leather sales force of thousands to target

restaurants, drugstores and supermarkets, attracting more

than 3 million merchants, an industry-leading number in a

country with about 5.3 million businesses, according to

government data.

SoftBank's PayPay surges ahead

Just eight months after celebrating a narrow escape from

financial disaster, Chinese billionaire Hui Ka Yan finds

himself back in crisis-fighting mode. Resurgent concerns

about the health of China Evergrande Group, Mr Hui's

flagship property company, have pushed its stock to within

a hair's breadth of the lowest level since March 2020.

Evergrande tycoon loses $25b as investors revolt

NEW YORK - Chinese ride-hailing company Didi revealed

a US$1.6 billion (S$2 billion) net loss for 2020 as it moves

ahead with plans for a US initial public offering (IPO). The

company in its first public filing for the IPO listed the

offering as US$100 million, a placeholder that will change

when the company discloses terms for the share sale.

Didi reveals $2b loss in US IPO filing

TODAY’S TOP ASIAN NEWS

GENEVA (BLOOMBERG) - Global banking regulators

have moved to classify Bitcoin as the riskiest of assets,

dragging cryptocurrencies further into the mainstream

financial world. But they also made it extremely costly for

banks to hold digital tokens on their balance sheets,

potentially delaying crypto's wider adoption.

Bitcoin put in highest risk category

[SAN FRANCISCO] US music publishers representing

artists such as Ariana Grande, Imagine Dragons and the

Rolling Stones said Thursday they are suing hit video game

Roblox for allegedly using songs without permission.

US music publishers sue Roblox for US$200m

TODAY’S TOP GLOBAL NEWS

S&P 500 ends at record

NEW YORK (AFP) - The S&P 500 finished at a fresh

record on Thursday (June 10) as markets took in stride data

showing another spike in annual inflation last month to the

highest rate in 13 years. The most broad based of the major

equity indices gained 0.5 per cent to finish at 4,239.18 to

overtake the prior record set on May 7.
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